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1 Current Milestone Progress

Task Completion % Julian Matthew To do

Finish webpage/website 100% 0% 100% N/A

Demo video for showcase 100% 100% 0% N/A

Poster and e-book page with

group

100% 0% 100% N/A

Finish simulation mode 0% 0% 0% Create

Simulation/Anim

ation before

showcase

Finish sensors and software

interface if applicable

100% 100% 0% N/A
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2 Discussion - Tasks

2.1 Task 1: Finish webpage/website

The purpose of this task was to review the webpage with the other group

members and perform various updates/revisions to improve both the

functionality and the overall visual appeal.

2.2 Task 2: Demo video for showcase

Created the demo video for the showcase and for the milestone

presentation. The demo video contains a demonstration of the model

creation portion. The demo also shows the sensor data and lighting up of the

tiles when hitting the tiles aggressively.

2.3 Task 3: Poster and e-book page with group

The purpose of this task was to finish the poster and e-book page. This task

was attempted last milestone but was pushed back to include the entire

group’s feedback and input.

2.4 Task 4: Finish simulation mode

Simulation mode was not completed during this milestone. Some type of

simulation/animation will be attempted before the final showcase.
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2.5 Task 5: Finish sensors and software interface if applicable

Programmed in the application an user interface for the user to to click on

the tile and view the data of the sensors in real time. This only works if the

sensors are connected to the application via the arduino.

2.6 Other miscellaneous tasks accomplished:

Worked with the other group members to test the sensors, attach the

sensors, create the 3D models, and cut aluminum in the workshop.

3 Discussion - Contributions

3.1 Julian Herrera

Integrated the interface between the software application and the sensors.

Helped non cs major group members with various menial tasks that need to

be done to finish a singular tile (e.g. stripping of wires and soldering).

Created the demo video for the showcase and for presentation in the

milestone.
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3.2 Matthew Manley

Completed the poster and e-book page for the Senior Project Design

Showcase and completed the webpage/website. Also, helped the team

construct the tile by cutting metal in the machine shop and attaching

piezoelectric sensors to the outer layers.
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4 Client Meetings

● March 10, 2023 - discussed with the GSA our current progress and any

updates

● March 24, 2023 - discussed with the GSA our current progress and any

updates

● March 31, 2023 - discussed with the GSA our current progress and any

updates

● April 10, 2023 - discussed with the GSA our current progress and any

updates

5 Client Feedback

● N/A

6 Faculty Meetings

● March 9, 2023 - discussed with Dr. Silaghi our progress so far

7 Faculty Feedback

●
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